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we'll test this thoroughly and add a review as
soon as it's out of beta, but in its current state it

looks like a very good contender indeed. i've
given it a run on the new cubase aax 4.1 latest for
os x, and the compatibility is fine, with no audio
glitches or excessive latency. it's not quite in the
same league as steinberg's cepia or polyphony
plug-ins on sound forge, but it's clearly a very

worthwhile investment for all who use wavelab7
frequently and without wasting time with trial and

error, and the new option+key shortcut (4+) to
open the gm window has really come in handy

too. if you can live without a printed manual, and
find the new online help easy to access, you'll find
this is the most powerful version yet of wavelab.
but one of the best things about wavelab is the

fact that it's still a specialist application developed
by professional audio professionals for, and with

its own close-to-gold standard set ofplug-ins,
specialised for the particular audio editing,

mixing, mastering and restoration tasks it does so
well. all in all, it's a much more flexible and

capable application than any of its rivals, and the
new wavelab8 version adds a lot to this already

comprehensive package. it may be the most
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powerful and easy to use all-in-one audio editing
system on the market today, but since it is only

for the pc, it will remain a specialist tool for
serious users. there's a quite extensive audio
format chapter at present, coveringflac for pc

users, while the mac version also includes lossy
aiff and oggfor vorbis audiotext formats, as well

as mp3 for aac. wavelab also supportsthe
embedded metainformation for almost all audio

formats and samplerate/bitrates (including
samplerates of just 48khz up to 384khz).

wavelab'saudio for pc users supports a subset of
the compressed audio-cd formatand also provides

a much more compact mp3 format, though the
lattermost useful feature for lower-power portable

media players and portable harddisks.
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each of the audio tracks in your project also now
have their own fmi 'record' icon, which can be

used to record individual tracks to your hard disc
drive, make multitrack splicing edits, or save your

work to file. all of this means that you have
essentially unlimited control over the audio in

your project using the new fmi display pane, and
that you can instantly change any of these

settings on any of the selected tracks using the
'drag and drop' fmi commands that are now

added directly to the 'file' menu. you can even
select tracks, and drag and drop the entire project

into a new wavelab project using the gui track
selection tools. in version 7, tracks were grouped
into a simple tracklisting, and you could select a

group to view, and make any changes to the track
layout if desired, then drag and drop that entire

group into another project, or into a new
workspace. this functionality has been expanded
considerably in wavelab8: you can now separate
your tracks into a number of groups which you
can apply to either the front, back or surround

audio inputs, or to just the master output. you can
then rearrange these groups directly in the fmi

display pane, and a number of new display, record
and analysis options have been added to help you
work with your music files. again, you can move

your groups into separate fmi project schemas, or
into different wavelab workspaces for even

greater control. the slider instruments can now
make use of clips created by the steinberg audio
lab, a tool for creating professional quality loops,
as well as adds four new drums, one synth, one

percussion and one new soundscape clips.
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